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1. Introduction

The new frontier in terahertz research contains a significant
number of cutting-edge applications, including label-free and
noninvasive molecular detection, DNA hybridization probing,
pharmaceutical drug testing, and high-speed short-range optical
communications.[1–6] Terahertz technology also has significant

potential for biomedical spectroscopy appli-
cations due to its ability to probe molecular
interactions.[7–16] Moreover, it can be
potentially applied to security screening
as it can penetrate plastics, cardboard,
and leather.[17] This motivates the interest
in advancing terahertz technology as the
demand for state-of-the-art terahertz sour-
ces, detectors, and waveguides is growing.

Although free-space terahertz propaga-
tion has been widely explored, terahertz
transmission is profoundly affected by
the water vapor present in the atmosphere.
Transmission through waveguides is a
promising approach, but the low transpar-
ency of materials is a significant challenge.
Metal waveguides have been primarily con-
sidered, but their finite conductivity, inflex-
ibility, and the surface roughness of metals
limit their applicability.[18] To address this
issue, the use of dielectric waveguides has
gained attention, and encouraging results
have been demonstrated. Polymers, such
as Topas, Zeonex, Teflon, polymethylpen-
tene (TPX), and HDPE, have emerged as

materials of interest as they present a lower absorption coeffi-
cient than other dielectrics and glasses.[19]

In this context, the use of microstructured optical fibers
(MOFs) emerges as an efficient approach for obtaining wave-
guides with adequate loss, birefringence, and dispersion levels.
Indeed, the use of MOFs for the terahertz range is a growing
trend.[20–33] Porous-core fibers, for example, have holes within
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Amid the search for efficient terahertz transmission and gas sensing, all-polymer
terahertz waveguides attract significant interest due to their compactness and
capability for providing environmentally robust systems. The high loss within
metals and dielectrics in the terahertz range makes it challenging to build a low
loss, mechanically stable, and broadband terahertz waveguides. In this context,
hollow waveguides made of Zeonex are promising for attaining low transmission
loss in the terahertz range. Herein, a microstructured hollow hexagonal-core fiber
(HCF) is investigated, which exhibits low loss, near-zero dispersion, wide
operating bandwidth, and is suitable as a gas sensor. Notably, HCF fabrication is
carried out by exploiting an efficient single-step extrusion method—by a standard
filament extruder and a puller; hence the production cost is low compared with
conventional extrusion methods. This introduces a novel way of fabricating
complex and low-loss terahertz fibers. The experiments demonstrate that an HCF
can achieve remarkably low attenuation and near-zero flattened dispersion as
compared with any other terahertz fibers. The resulting HCFs are easy to handle
and have high thermal and chemical stability. These results bring significant
advancements for terahertz fiber fabrication, low-loss ultrafast short-distance
terahertz transmission, and sensing in the terahertz spectral domain.
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the core region, which lessen the overlap between the optical
mode and the waveguide material, allowing a reduction loss lev-
els in the terahertz range.[5,34–45] However, despite all the endeav-
ors toward the development of terahertz fibers with solid or
porous cores, achieving low loss, low dispersion, broadband
transmission, and ease of fabrication remain critical issues.

Hollow-core (HC) fibers, otherwise, arise as the most appro-
priate choice for attaining optimum terahertz beam transmis-
sion. It is because, in HC fibers, the modes propagate
through a hollow channel with low interaction with the fiber
material. HC fibers can guide light either under photonic
bandgap (PBG)[46] or inhibited coupling (IC)[47] mechanisms.
In PBG fibers, mode guidance is possible because the cladding
microstructure is such that there are no photonic states, within a
specific frequency range, to which the core mode can be coupled.
By contrast, in IC fibers, the core and cladding modes coexist.
Low loss propagation is then achieved by minimizing the cou-
pling between core and cladding modes. This coupling inhibition
is attained by reducing the spatial overlap between themodes and
by obtaining a strong mismatch between their transverse
phases.[48,49]

Indeed, the excellent performance of IC fiber designs (e.g.,
kagome,[50,51] tubular,[48,49] conjoined-tubes,[52] nested-tubes,[53]

and hybrid kagome–tubular[54] lattice designs) operating in the
visible and infrared spectral ranges have been recently demon-
strated in the literature. However, although terahertz HC fibers
have been assessed in simulation studies, there are very few
reports on experimental results regarding the operation of those
fibers in the terahertz range.[55] In this context, it is noteworthy
that 3D printing technology has appeared as a potentially useful
technique for fabricating terahertz fibers.[30,56,57]

One reason is the larger dimensions of MOFs needed for guid-
ing terahertz, compared with MOFs for the visible and IR ranges.
The larger dimensions allow direct 3D printing or extrusion of
the fiber itself, which is not possible for MOFs in the visible–IR
range, where only the preform can be printed and a draw process
is necessary to achieve the small dimensions. Also, terahertz
fibers have shorter lengths compared with visible-IR fibers,
which also make terahertz fibers more suited for simple fabrica-
tion techniques such as 3D printing.

In this study, we investigate a special HC terahertz fiber fab-
ricated using Zeonex and a direct manufacturing technique
based on a horizontal extruder. In addition to its low loss in
the terahertz range, Zeonex presents high thermal and chemical
stability and low water absorption. The fiber geometry has a
hexagonal-shaped HC, which is connected to the outer jacket
via six radial struts. The fabrication method uses a recently devel-
oped single-step technique,[58] which is here extended to fabricate
a terahertz waveguide for the first time. We report the fabrication
of fibers with different dimensions, as well as the characteriza-
tion and simulation of their loss, dispersion, and gas sensing
properties. The results reported herein will potentially contribute
to the development of low-loss ultrafast short-distance terahertz
transmission and ultrasensitive gas sensing measurements.
Moreover, our manufactured fiber and other fibers manufac-
tured in a similar fashion can potentially be used for lab-in-fiber
devices for terahertz signals.[59]

2. Fiber Design and Fabrication

Figure 1a shows the fiber design we explore herein. It consists of
a hollow hexagonal-core fiber (HCF), with Zeonex as the bulk
material. In the fiber structure, six radial struts connect the hex-
agonal core contour to the outer jacket. Here, we denote the core
side length as S1 and its thickness as t. The radial struts have a
length of S2. The fiber microstructure is inscribed in a circle with
a diameter Dint ¼ 2ðS1 þ S2Þ, and the outer diameter of the fiber
is defined as Dext ¼ Dint þ 2J, where J is the outer jacket thick-
ness. Previous studies have used similar fiber designs aiming at
light transmission through ultraviolet, visible, and infrared wave-
lengths,[60–62] and the realization of sensing experiments.[63]

The advantage of such a standard waveguide structure is its
straightforward fabrication procedure, which only requires a
tabletop extruder.[58] In this structure, terahertz waves propagate
through the fiber core due to the IC guidance mechanism.[47] It
allows low loss transmission bands where the core mode cou-
pling to the cladding modes is minimized. The coupling between
core and cladding modes can be assessed in the light of coupled-
mode theory, which provides the conditions for achieving low

(a) (b)

Figure 1. a) Cross-sectional schematic of the proposed hollow HCF, where the external blue region indicates the perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary
condition. b) Typical simulated loss spectrum (using S1¼ 1200 μm, S2¼ 1170.6 μm, t¼ 148 μm, and J¼ 700 μm).
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loss guidance through the fiber core. For example, it allows opti-
mum guidance through the core that can be attained by reducing
the overlap between the core and cladding modes fields and by
attaining a strong mismatch between the core and cladding
modes transverse phases.[47] The cladding modal spectrum of
IC fibers is characterized by a quasicontinuum of modes.[47]

This feature of the IC fiber modal spectrum is typically assessed
by exploring the density of photonic states (DOPSs)[64] of the
structure, which maps its cladding modes in the effective refrac-
tive index and frequency space.[47] The low-loss transmission
bands are spectrally separated from each other by high-loss nar-
row bands. The latter is centered at high loss frequencies, f high,
given by Equation (1), and correspond to a resonant coupling
between the core mode of interest with the cladding struts.
Here, m is the resonance order, c is the speed of light, t is
the cladding strut thickness, nclad is the cladding refractive index,
and ncore is the core refractive index.[48,49,65] Figure 1b shows a
typical loss spectrum of such a structure, which is simulated by
using a finite element method-based mode solver, COMSOL
Multiphysics. In Figure 1b, the fiber parameters are
S1¼ 1200 μm, S2¼ 1170.6 μm, t¼ 148 μm, and J¼ 700 μm, sim-
ilar to one of our fabricated fibers. The Zeonex refractive index is
set to n¼ 1.529 and its absorption coefficient to α¼ 0.2 cm�1, as
recently measured for planar Zeonex samples.[19] Note that, the
environmental loss that we experience during experiment is not
considered in simulation. The high loss frequencies calculated by
Equation (1) shown as dotted vertical lines in Figure 1b, and is
given as follows

f high ¼ mc=
�
2t

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2clad � n2co

q �
(1)

The fabrication of the proposed fiber is carried out using a
tabletop horizontal extruder designed for producing 3D printer
filaments (EX2 Filabot). Notably, this is the unique piece of
equipment needed for producing the terahertz fiber, we describe
in this article. The method for obtaining the fibers is shown in
Figure 2a. The operation is based on feeding the extruder screw
with polymer pellets via a top hopper, whereas a heating element
increases the plastic temperature. A special nozzle (Figure 2b) is
3D printed in titanium[58] and designed to present an external
cross section that defines a solid hexagon linked to an external
hollow jacket by six hollow channels (Figure 2c, left). The air
struts in the nozzle are 0.8mm thick. The internal nozzle diam-
eter measures 12mm. The internal construction of the nozzle
follows a previously developed concept.[66] It allows the nozzle
to block the material flow through its exit face in the regions

where the fiber holes are designed to be. The fiber that emerges
from the nozzle has, therefore, solid struts and a HC (Figure 2c,
right). During the fabrication, the extrusion screw rotation speed
can be adjusted, and typical values correspond to a material feed
rate between 0.05 and 0.1 g s�1. In addition, the temperature is set
to 220 �C, and the extruded material has an initial external diame-
ter that matches the nozzle’s internal diameter, i.e., 12mm.

As mentioned earlier, Zeonex, a cyclo-olefin polymer (COP), is
chosen as the fiber material for its low water absorption, mold-
ability,[65] favorable chemical resistance,[19] and low loss in the
terahertz frequency range.[19,67,68] The combination of these
properties places Zeonex favorably compared with Teflon,
Topas, high density poly ethylene (HDPE), and polymethyl meth-
acrylate (PMMA). In this method, all polymers that can be
extruded including, but not limited, to all those used in filament
3D printers can also be used as fabrication materials.

Here, Zeonex 480R commercial pellets[69] (with a density of
1.01 g cm�3, glass transition temperature of 138 �C, and water
absorption smaller than 0.01%) are selected. In this work, we tar-
get thick fibers with core diameters between 1 and 2mm, for
operation in the 0.5–3.5 THz range. Here, the draw down ratio
of the dimensions of the material emerging from the die exit to
the final fiber is quite small (from 12 to 5–8mm typically). To
achieve such a small reduction in dimensions, the extruded
material is manually pulled at a low rate (few mm s�1).
However, a special spool machine can be used in future to
improve manufacturing repeatability. To demonstrate the poten-
tial of the technique for producing fibers with different param-
eters, we report on the fabrication of four fibers, whose
geometrical dimensions are shown in Table 1. The error estima-
tion in the strut thickness, t, is made by considering multiple
measurements carried out under an optical microscope.
Remarkably, such a straightforward fabrication technique can
yield fibers with struts within a considerable thickness range,
namely between 20 and 160 μm. This has been achieved by

Figure 2. a) Lateral schematic view of the horizontal extruder showing the extruder screw, the feeding pellets hopper, specially designed nozzle, and the
pulled terahertz HC fiber. b) Picture of the manufactured nozzle. c) Schematic top view of the nozzle and the fiber with the hexagonal-shaped core.

Table 1. Geometrical parameters of the fabricated fibers.

Fiber
sample

Strut
thickness,
t [μm]

Core
diameter,
C [mm]

Fiber
diameter,
Dext [mm]

Fiber
length, L [mm]

#1 22� 5 0.6 2.0 90

#2 65� 10 1.6 6.5 40

#3 95� 10 2.0 7.3 20

#4 155� 10 2.2 8.0 45
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changing the draw rate, whereas the feed rate has been kept con-
stant. Figure 3 shows representative images of the fabricated
fibers.

Recently, we researched 3D printed HC fiber, and we found
that the surface of the 3D-printed fibers comes with a significant
number of horizontal and vertical lines, hindering proper trans-
mission in the terahertz domain. In comparison with 3D print-
ing, our table-top fabrication method provides fibers with higher
geometrical quality, fibers with thinner features along its cross
section and samples with reduced surface roughness and lower
losses.[70]

The main manufacturing parameters are the nozzle tempera-
ture, nozzle design, feed rate and pulling rate. We use a compact
and ultralow-cost tabletop extruder to show that even this simple
equipment can be used to produce high-quality samples. The
fibers are manually pulled as the pulling rate is very low. To fur-
ther improve the process, including the geometrical fiber repeat-
ability, a special spool machine and a more advanced extruder
(for compact tabletop operation) with precise temperature control
along the extruder hot zone can potentially be used.

3. Fiber Characterization

3.1. Loss Measurement and Simulation

To characterize the fiber performance in the terahertz range, an
Advantest TAS7400TS terahertz optical sampling system is used.
The system is built with a dual-channel ultrashort pulse laser for
free-space terahertz generation and detection.[71] In the experi-
ment (shown in Figure 4), a gold-coated parabolic mirror with
a focal length of 100mm is used to focus the beam toward
the waveguide core, and an iris is used to block undesired signals
coupling to the core. The fiber waveguide is then placed on a
translation stage, and a specially designed 3D-printed fiber
holder is used to provide mechanical support. To ensure that
the terahertz beam is coupled to the fiber core only, we wrap
the waveguide with aluminum foil, while keeping the core region
unblocked. The system is enclosed in a custom-made purge box
filled with dry air, to minimize the presence of water vapor and
avoid water-induced absorption. In addition, care is taken to
ensure minimal humidity levels inside the purge box, via moni-
toring with a hygrometer. Typical reference and sample signals
are shown in the inset in Figure 4.

The loss values of fiber samples #2 and #3 are estimated using
the experimental setup shown in Figure 4. The reference (gray
curve) and samples (blue and green curves) transmission spectra
are presented on the left-hand side top graphs in Figure 5a,b. The
shaded regions indicate the resonances of the microstructure
struts, where the high loss occurs. These regions are calculated
from Equation (1) by considering the strut thickness variations,
as shown in Table 1. In the graphs on the right-hand side in
Figure 5, we plot Equation (1) for m¼ 1 and m¼ 2 as a function
of the fiber strut thickness to identify the expected high loss
regions. The reference curves in Figure 5 have been obtained
by directly shining the terahertz beam on the detector.

By considering the reference and sample spectra, one can cal-
culate the transmission through the fiber sample,
TðωÞ ¼ PsamðωÞ=Pref ðωÞ, where Pref ðωÞ and PsamðωÞ are the ref-
erence and sample power spectra, respectively. Thus, one can
estimate the total attenuation as �10 logTðωÞ. The resulting val-
ues are shown in the bottom left-hand side plots in Figure 5 (left
axis). As expected, low loss intervals are observed between the
microstructure resonances. For fiber sample #2, the total atten-
uation figures are measured as 5.6 dB at 1.2 THz and 4.7 dB at
2.7 THz. For fiber sample #3, the total attenuation values are
measured to be 9.2 dB at 0.95 THz, 6.2 dB at 2.2 THz, and
2.0 dB at 3.4 THz. The total attenuation of sample #4 is shown
in Figure 6a. Sample #1, in contrast, could not be measured in

Figure 3. Representative images of the fabricated samples. a) Frontal and b) lateral views of fiber sample #3. c) Image of a fiber with an outer diameter of
4.4mm, a core diameter of 1.2 mm, and struts thickness of 28 μm.

Figure 4. The experimental setup used to measure the fabricated fibers,
which encompasses a femtosecond (fs) laser, a terahertz emitter, a detec-
tor, a parabolic mirror, an iris, and the sample itself. The whole system is
enclosed in a purge box containing dry air. The inset shows typical refer-
ence and sampled signals.
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our system as its low-order resonances are expected to be around
5.9 and 11.8 THz.

In addition, numerical simulations using the finite element
method (FEM) are carried out by considering the geometrical
parameters of the fabricated fibers. The results are shown in
Figure 5 as dotted green and dotted purple curves in the bottom
left-hand side plots (right axis). As for the simulations in
Figure 1b, the Zeonex refractive index is taken to be n¼ 1.529,
and its absorption coefficient is set to α¼ 0.2 cm�1.[19] It is seen
that minimum loss figures are calculated to be 33.7 dBm�1 at
1.2 THz and 0.95 dBm�1 at 2.7 THz for fiber sample #2. For
fiber sample #3, loss values of 5.4 dBm�1 at 0.95 THz,
0.26 dBm�1 at 2.2 THz, and 0.07 dBm�1 at 3.4 THz are
calculated.

The spectral locations of the resonances are reasonably well
matched, between experimental and simulated results. One
source of the discrepancies between measured and simulated
data is assumed to be the existence of thickness variations in

the struts that demark the core in the fabricated fibers.
Further optimization of the fabrication process may reduce such
imperfections, allowing to attain fibers with improved micro-
structures. Due to practical limitations in the current stage of
the developed technique, we are unable to carry out cutback
measurements using the fabricated samples. Thus, our analyses
are restricted to the comparison between the total attenuation
measured in the experiments (in dB, which includes coupling
and transmission loss) and the simulated loss (in dBm�1, which
accounts for confinement and absorption loss, hence not consid-
ering the coupling loss).

3.2. Dispersion and Sensing Measurements

The time-domain data obtained from the terahertz measurement
system can be processed to account for the dispersion properties
of the fibers. Thus, fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) can be applied
to the obtained time-domain data to retrieve the magnitude and

Figure 5. a) Left-hand side top: reference (gray curve) and fiber sample #2 (green curve) measured transmission spectra; left-hand side bottom: total
attenuation (solid green curve) and simulated loss (dotted green curve). b) Left-hand side top: reference (gray curve) and fiber sample #3 (blue curve)
measured transmission spectra; left-hand side bottom: total attenuation (solid blue curve) and simulated loss (dotted purple curve). Shaded regions
indicate struts resonances, as shown in the plots presented on the right-hand side.
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phase in the frequency domain. In this process, the obtained
phase is unwrapped between �π and þπ to truncate unwanted
noise above this range.[72] The effective refractive index, nðωÞ,
can be obtained from Equation (2), where c is the speed of light,
l is the fiber length, ω is the angular frequency, and ΔϕðωÞ rep-
resents the phase difference between the reference and sample
signals. In addition, the waveguide dispersion can be quantified
from nðωÞ as follows

nðωÞ ¼ 1þ c
l

� � dϕðωÞ
dω

(2)

β2 ¼
2
c

� �
dnðωÞ
dω

þ ω

c

� � d2nðωÞ
dω2 ps=THz=cm (3)

Fiber sample #4 has been used in the dispersion measure-
ments. The fiber loss and the frequency-dependent refractive
index derived from the phase data in the terahertz measurements
are shown in Figure 6a,b, respectively (red curves). In addition,
the simulated loss and effective refractive index values are also
shown in Figure 6a,b(dotted blue curves). In Figure 6b, one sees
that experimental and simulated effective refractive index values
are in close agreement. The measured values range from 0.948 to
0.967 in the frequency range between 1.0 and 1.7 THz. In con-
trast, the simulated ones range from 0.992 to 0.998 in the same
frequency range. In addition, Figure 6c shows the experimental
and simulation results for β2 in fiber sample #4. The obtained β2
values are remarkably low and flat (values between 0.12 and 0.60
(ps/THz)/cm between 1.0 and 1.7 THz) as compared with other
experimentally reported low dispersion waveguides.[22,55,73–77]

The gas sensing capability of the proposed hollow fiber is ver-
ified using a water vapor detection measurement. Here, it is
worth mentioning that water vapor has received major attention
due to its abundance in the atmosphere and as a common
absorber for terahertz electromagnetic waves. The undesirable
vapor absorption lines are often referred to as a common impu-
rity in spectroscopic studies. Therefore, water vapor in the atmo-
sphere is one of the most suitable samples in testing the accuracy
of a terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) system.[78]

Also, the rotational absorption characterization of water vapor
is of interest in astronomical and atmospheric measurements.[79]

The absorption peaks of water and hot water vapor,[80] for exam-
ple, have been measured in different frequency ranges via the
use of large gas cells.[78,81,82] In addition, small amounts of
gas in a sealed fiber have been successfully detected using short
and long length fibers.[83,84] However, there are very few studies
for water vapor detection using terahertz fibers.[85]

Figure 6d shows the experimental setup used in such meas-
urements. The HC fiber is inserted in a gas cell, composed of a
plastic jar and two windows, whose atmospheric conditions can
be controlled (via the use of a continuous supply of humid air, a
flow of nitrogen, and an evacuation system). The air gap between
each fiber end and the window is 3mm and the fiber used in the
experiments is 45mm long. In turn, the gas cell length is 51mm.
The experimental procedure involves measuring the fiber trans-
mittance between 1.2 and 2.4 THz when the fiber is filled with
dry nitrogen and when the fiber is filled with humid air at room
temperature.

In the measurements, sample #4 is placed on a metallic holder
inside the gas cell and the transmitted signal is measured when

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 6. a) Experimental total attenuation (red curves) and simulated loss (dashed blue curves), b) effective refractive index, c) β2 values for fiber sample
#4, d) experimental setup for humid air sensing where a vacuum pump is used for continuous flow of humid air. During the measurements, the flow rate
through the cell is kept significantly low. The cell contains a tissue wetted by milli-Q water. Two metallic discs are used to hold the fiber straight and block
the stray of the terahertz signal coming from outside of the fiber, e) experimental loss measurement of a 45mm long HC-THz fiber filled with dry and
humid air from 1.2 to 2.4 THz. f ) Loss difference between data in (e). Water absorption peaks are marked by arrows. Note, during the measurement, the
air humidity is <5% in the external environment of the sensor setup, whereas it is >90% inside the gas cell.
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the fiber is in a dry environment and when water vapor is
inserted in the gas cell. Figure 6e shows the loss of sample
#4 when in dry and humid environments. It is seen that the loss
is higher for the humid environment, as expected. Moreover,
Figure 6f shows the difference between the curves in
Figure 6d. This procedure allows clear identification of the
absorption lines at 1.417, 1.669, 1.719, 2.213, and 2.265 THz,
similarly to what has been achieved by Xin et al. and Cuia
et al.[85,86] The absorption peaks are due to the vibrational and
rotational transitions of the water vapor cluster bond. The absorp-
tion lines indicate the presence of water inside the fiber and dem-
onstrates the potential of the fiber reported herein to act as a
waveguide-based gas sensor.

4. Discussion

In this article, we report the design, fabrication, and characteri-
zation of low-cost HC fibers demonstrating low loss and
near-zero dispersion in the terahertz range, which represents
a promising path toward the accomplishment of efficient, low-
loss, low-dispersion, and broadband terahertz transmission. A
novel single-step fabrication method is adopted to provide effi-
cient, simple, and low-cost fibers with different dimensions.
The table-top fabrication method creates a new path for terahertz
fiber fabrication and further research on terahertz transmission
and sensing. The experimental analyses demonstrate fibers with
total attenuation, transmission, and coupling loss of a few dec-
ibels in the studied frequency range, reaching values as low as
2 dB at 3.4 THz for sample #3 (20mm long). Also, fibers with a
near-zero dispersion of less than 0.6 ps/THz/cm are demon-
strated. The results reported herein reveal the potential of such
a remarkably simple fabrication technique for obtaining micro-
structured terahertz HC optical fibers.

While attaining low dispersion values is essential for ade-
quately transmitting signals stemming from pulsed terahertz
sources, having a low-loss hollow terahertz waveguide provides
a promising path for the realization of ultrasensitive gas sensing.
We anticipate that the analyses presented in this article will
impact the development of low-loss ultrafast short-distance ter-
ahertz transmission devices and future gas sensing experiments.
Finally, as the guidance in IC fibers is favored when the spatial
overlap between the core mode and the modes in the cladding is
minimized, designing fibers with hypocycloid-shaped core con-
tours (i.e., negative curvature)[87,88] appears as an efficient
approach for reducing the overlap between the core and cladding
modes and, hence, for attaining fibers with lower loss levels.
Thus, future developments can consider the fabrication of
hypocycloid-shaped core fibers.

A future research direction can consider the actual contribu-
tion of water condensation inside the fiber and water vapor
overlapping the air-guided modal profile.
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